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During the International month of school libraries in October the All-Ukrainian month of school libraries was held at school number 1 in Slavutych under the slogan “School library is for the healthy way of life”.

The main purpose of the librarians during the month was to draw in as many pupils as possible to school library, reading books, popularization of information sources about healthy way of life.

Book exhibitions “Strong health – strong life”, “Favor yourself with health” were designed in the reading-room. The pupils of the Year 2 had library classes “I want to read to know much”. The children enjoyed the school library greatly and borrowed books to read at home. The family of readers increased in 47 little pupils. The Year 3 pupils were introduced to the book collection “Invisible world” by Antony Alaton. The review of the book “If you want to be healthy - be one!” with elements of games was conducted by the librarians in the reading-hall.

Many children answered interesting questions and got “healthy reading vitamins” during the Open Door Day “If you want to learn much that is new – reading vitamins are for you”.

The month has passed very quickly. We hope it was reach in content and interesting.